Contemporary global events of the War on Terror, the War on ISIS, and the United States contentious relationship with Muslim societies make it crucial to teach about Islam and Muslims in school. However, negative representations of Islam and Muslims often impede this process. Overcoming these challenges is critical for the development of compassionate and informed students who are capable of thinking critically in a complex and globalized world. This article shows the importance of addressing Muslim representation in the media, debunks myths about Islam and Muslims, and provides concrete classroom recommendations for teachers.
Introduction
Contemporary global events, such as the War on Terror and now the War on ISIS, reflect a conflictual involvement between the United States and Muslim societies. This involvement is often portrayed in a one-dimensional way within the United States, reproducing and reinforcing incomplete, uninformed, or untrue beliefs about Islam with dangerous results. Paulo Freire (1998) in the Pedagogy of Freedom wrote, "Teacher preparation should go beyond the technical. . .and be rooted in the ethical formation both of selves and of history." As we live this moment of conflict, we must, as teachers, reflect on and address how military engagement and surveillance of terrorist suspects will impact the formative minds we cultivate in our classrooms. To encourage critical thought, compassion, and appreciation for diversity among our students, we must learn and teach about Islam and Muslims in our social studies and world history classes.
This article serves as a how-to guide for presenting a more complex understanding of Muslims and Islam within the classroom and helping students develop important critical thinking skills that can be applied in any real-world setting.
First, this article provides an overview of some cultural misrepresentations about Islam and Muslims and the assumptions that often result from such misrepresentations. Second, the article provides examples of diversity within the Arab world and among Muslims. Finally, the article provides actionable strategies and activities to teach students to think critically about the portrayal of Islam and Muslims.
The Problem: Misrepresentations

Media
Muslims are often represented as a homogenous group with violent tendencies by television, movies, video games, and news media (Nimer 2007) . For young and impressionable minds, these representations can foster ignorance, misunderstanding, and hatred. This article calls on teachers to do two things: help their students unlearn what the media teaches about Islam and Muslims and replace such misconceptions with a more complex and informed understanding.
The problem with Muslim representation in popular media is that there are so few positive or nuanced portrayals. Unlike Buddhism, which is treated with reverence in films like Lost Horizon, Seven Years in Tibet, or Kundun, the flames of the Islamaphobia fire are fanned with every new blockbuster (Gottschalk and Greenberg 2008) . The overwhelming image of Muslims in popular media today is as the "bad guy." What does it mean to be the "bad guy"? It means that in popular media, Muslims are depicted as "crude and exaggerated," according to a 2007 report by the Islamic Human Rights Commission (Ameli 2007) . This portrayal often includes traits such as cruelty, fanaticism, and violence. Even if the Muslim characters do not explicitly manifest these traits, popular television shows like 24 suggest to the viewers that even "good Muslims" deserve suspicion (Nimer 2007) . In season four of the show, for example, the friendly next-door Muslim family was in fact a sleeper terrorist cell. The Islamic Human Rights Commission study suggests that Hollywood greatly impacts society's view of Muslims and Islam. Therefore, with the pervasiveness of this "bad guy" role for Muslims in popular media, it is not surprising to hear that conservative American political pundits believe "Muslim Terrorism is the #1 problem on Earth," as Bill O'Reilley stated on October 24, 2014, on the Fox News Network. The media plays an important role in communicating official and unofficial state policies to the public, visually asserting the enemy, and distracting the public from the casualties of war and cultural imperialism (Said 1993 (Haque 2004; Zine 2007 ).
Impact
What is the impact of these images on our youth? Fear, hate, and ignorance. For example, the video game "Muslim Massacre: The Game of Modern Religious Genocide" encourages gamers to, in the words of creator Eric Vaughn, "blow the gently caress (the world filter for "fuck") out of Arabs," as reported by Murad Ahmed in The Times on September 11, 2008. My Muslim students report daily harassment at school, on the street, even among people they considered friends. As a Muslim woman who wears hijab, I have also been subject to cruel remarks. While this treatment of Muslims is unacceptable, we must move beyond treating symptoms and treat the cause of this fear, hate, and ignorance. We must address the issue itself, breaking down the assumptions built by the media, politics, and misinformed leaders. Arabs and Muslims are not the same people. Muslim societies are not homogenous and monolithic. Islam is not a religion that teachers terrorism, and, most importantly for the critical moment in which we find ourselves in history, all Muslims are not terrorists.
It is crucial that we help our students to recognize not only the error in these assumptions but the horrific consequences of letting these assumptions continue to flourish. We must address these assumptions within our students and ourselves to cocreate a new understanding of Islam in our classrooms.
The Solution, Part 1: Debunking Myths about Islam through Education
To prepare our students to understand Muslims in a more complete and nuanced way, it is critical that teachers debunk assumptions and myths about Islam.
Myth 1: Arabs and Muslims Are the Same People
What Is a Muslim?
Muslims believe in the religion Islam, which states that Allah is the only God and the prophet Muhammad is His messenger (Sirin and Fine 2008) . Islamic doctrine is built on the belief in the oneness of Allah, the prophets of Islam (beginning with Adam and includes Noah, Abraham, Ishmael, Jacob, Joseph, Job, Moses, David, Solomon, and Jesus), the Holy Scriptures (including the Qur'an), Judgment Day, Qadar (predestined fate), and angels (Haque 2004) . The rituals that a Muslim must follow include daily prayers, annual fasting (Ramadan), giving alms to the poor, and the pilgrimage (Hajj) to Mecca. Muslim ethics are based on good treatment of self, family, other Muslims, non-Muslims, the world, and the creatures within it. Sharia'a Law (Islamic Law) describes how legislation should govern the individual and society in an Islamic community. In non-Muslim societies, Islam asks adherents to live in accordance with local government unless asked to do something that directly contradicts their faith, in which case they should refrain without causing disorder. 
What Is an Arab?
The Arab League defines an Arab as someone who speaks Arabic, lives in an Arabic-speaking country, and upholds Muslim Americans contribute in various ways to the construction and diversity of American society. Ninety percent of Muslim Americans are US citizens (Sirin and Fine 2008). Forty percent of Muslim Americans are Democrats, 23 percent are Republicans, and 28 percent are independents. In a three-year project conducted by Pew Charitable Trusts through Georgetown University (https://www.aclu.org/ files/fbimappingfoia/20111110/ACLURM001733.pdf), 69 percent of Muslims were shown to want tougher laws to prevent terrorism, and 87 percent of Muslims support the efforts of the United States to defeat social, economic, and political inequalities around the world as a means to defeating terrorism. The poll also showed that Muslims support social justice: 96 percent support universal healthcare for citizens, and 95 percent support elimination of all forms of racial discrimination
Teaching to Counter Islam and Muslims Cultural Misrepresentations
Myth 3: Islam Teaches Terrorism and All Muslims Are Terrorists
Oftentimes in Western countries, people attribute the practices they see in Muslim societies with the Islamic religion. Samuel Hunington (1996) 
Teach the Difference between Arabs and Muslims
There are a variety of multimedia tools teachers can use in the classroom to educate students about the difference between Arabs and Muslims. First, it is helpful to begin where students are by surveying the class to see what they think the differences are between the two. Second, showing students a map of the Arab world (composed of North Africa and the Middle East and easily found in a quick Google search) and a map of the distribution of Muslims throughout the world will serve as helpful visual tools in describing the differences listed in the previous section.
Show Muslim Diversity
Teachers could instruct their students about the diversity of Muslim societies in terms of the religious sects, religious practices, culture, language, and traditions. Specifically, teachers could use images of Muslims from different cultures. One interesting example is 
Conclusion
Unlike what is being promoted in the media, Islam is not a religion that promotes terrorism. Muslims, just like Christians or Jews or Buddhists, are people. A few Muslims are terrorists, yes, but most are great friends, colleagues, and neighbors-good people, with the same hopes and dreams that many of us have. To reinforce this for our students, teachers must themselves learn about and value the many important and interesting aspects about Muslims and Islamic culture. This understanding is critical to helping our students learn reliable information about Islam and its adherents and interacting with Muslim people with compassion and respect.
